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Reminger Attorney Referenced in Cleveland 
Plain Dealer Article About Verdict Challenging 
Ohio Law that Limits Employers’ Liability for 
Workplace Injuries

Reminger attorney Myra Barsoum Stockett was quoted in an article this week in the Cleveland Plain 
Dealer about a recent verdict challenging a 2005 Ohio Legislature decision that said employers 
injured on the job are entitled to receive only Workers’ Compensation payments except when there is 
a willful intent to injure.

Larry Hewitt sustained permanent nerve damage on the job in June 2006 when he touched a high-
voltage electrical wire. Hewitt, an apprentice lineman for the L.E. Myers Co., received an electrical 
shock resulting in first-, second- and third-degree burns when a piece of equipment he was holding 
hit a wire. Hewitt lodged a personal injury lawsuit against L.E. Myers, which resulted in a Cuyahoga 
County Common Pleas Court jury awarding compensatory damages of $597,785 for lost wages and 
pain and suffering. 

The Hewitt case was appealed this week to the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals. The plaintiff’s 
attorneys argued that L.E. Myers ignored employee safety because Hewitt was allowed to be in a lift 
bucket without a supervisor and to work near lines exceeding 500 volts, both conditions in violation 
of apprentice rules. They also argued that the apprentices were told to wear leather gloves instead of 
rubberized gloves and sleeves that would have protected Hewitt from electrical shock. They said that 
this fit a narrow provision in that 2005 law that allowed for damages.

Stockett said that this verdict might open a floodgate of cases that insurance carriers didn’t anticipate 
when they decided what to charge employers for policies covering workplace claims.

Stockett added, “This controversial law was originally perceived as a huge victory for businesses 
and insurance companies back in 2005. With this recent decision, lawyers, employers and insurance 
companies alike are very anxious to learn what transpires at the appellate level.”

The new employer liability rules closed a loophole that allowed lawsuits to run rampant in the 1980s. 
During that time, employers had to take out ‘stopgap’ insurance at the same time they paid into the 
Workers’ Compensation system. In March, the court determined that the latest effort to restrict suits 
was constitutional. As a result, many attorneys advised clients to drop cases if they appeared unlikely 
to result in a victorious decision.

To read a copy of the article, visit  http://www.cleveland.com/business/index.ssf/2010/12/verdit_
challenges_ohio_law_limiting_employers_liability_for_workplace_injuries.html.

If you would like to discuss how this recent decision could affect your business, contact Myra directly 
or one of Reminger’s co-chairs from the Insurance Coverage or Workers’ Compensation Practice 
Group.

This has been prepared for informational purposes only. It does not contain legal advice or legal opinion and should 
not be relied upon for individual situations. Nothing herein creates an attorney-client relationship between the 
Reader and Reminger. The information in this docu ment is subject to change and the Reader should not rely on the 
statements in this document without first consulting legal counsel.
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